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Abstract
It is shown that, in the case of joint real paramet-

ric and complex uncertainty, Doyle's structured singu-
lar value can be obtained as the solution of a smooth
constrained optimization problem. While this problem
may have local maxima, an improved computable upper
bound to the structured singular value is derived, leading
to a sufficient condition for robust stability and perfor-
mance.

0. Introduction
An inherent tradeoff in modeling is between fidelity

and simplicity. It is desirable to have models which
closely match reality, yet are still easy to analyze. This
tradeoff arises in modeling uncertainty. For example, a
single norm-bounded perturbation makes analysis simple
but may be too conservative. Introducing more structure
may improve the model fidelity but typically complicates
the analysis. It is often very natural to model uncertainty
with real perturbations when, for example, the real coef-
ficients of a differential equation model are uncertain. It
is important, however, to rember that such paramet-
ric variations are in a model, not in the physical system
being modeled. Models with-real parametric uncertainty
are used because, in principle, they allow more accurate
representation of some systems.

The structured singular value (SSV or p) was in-
troduced to study structured uncertainty in linear mod-
els [1]. The SSV, as originally formulated, gives a pre-
cise characterization of robust stability and performance,
in an Hoo sense, for systems with complex uncertainty.
Complex perturbations are typically used to represent
uncertainty due to unmodeled dynamics, or to 'cover"
the variations produced by several real parameters. In
the p framework, complex uncertain blocks also arise for
problems of robust performance [2].

This paper focuses on computation of p for mixed
real parametric and complex uncertainty. Although com-
putation of A' for complex perturbations is nontrivial and
there are important outstanding issues to be resolved,
substantial progress has been made and p is being ap-
plied routinely to large engineering problems. Compu-
tation of p for real perturbations is fundamentally more
difficult than for complex perturbations.

The major issues in computing p, or its equivalent,
are the generality of the problem description, the exact-
ness of analysis, and the ease of computation. Existing
methods for real perturbations provide for two of these.
A general and, in principle, exact method is a brute force
global search using a grid of parameter values (e.g. 13,4]).
This iMevitably involves an exponential growth in com-

putation as a function of the number of parameters, and
taking fewer grid points to avoid this gives up exactness.
Progress is being made in reducing the computational
burden of exact methods [5-71, but nothing suggestive of
polynomial-time algorithms is available.

An approach to obtaining exact results with modest
computation is to restrict the problem description. The
best example is Kharitonov's celebrated result for poly-
nomials with coefficients in intervals 18]. Unfortunately,
it is almost impossible to find models with any engineer-
ing motivation that fit the allowable problem description.
Again, progress is being made in this direction by allow-
ing more general uncertainty descriptions at the expense
of more computation (e.g. [9-11J).

The approach taken in this paper could be charac-
terized as being very general and computationally attrac-
tive, but potentially inexact. Following the methods de-
veloped for p in the case of complex perturbations, the
main idea is to get upper and lower bounds using local
search methods which are computationally inexpensive,
but may fail to find global solutions. One then seeks to
prove that the local methods yield global solutions, or
that the bounds one gets are tight enough to be of value
in problems of interest. This strategy has been very suc-
cessful in the case when all perturbations are complex
and appears to have promise for the general case as well,
although it is clear that the latter is much more challeng-
ing.

1. Notation and Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, given any square complex

matrix M, we denote by o(M) its largest singular value,
byM its complex conjugate and by MH its complex con-
jugate transpose, and we let pR(M) = max{jAf: A is a
real eigenvalue of M}, with pR(M) = 0 ifM has no real
eigenvalue. Given any complex vector x, x indicates its
complex conjugate transpose and :lxli its Euclidean norm.
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The empty set will be denoted by 0. Finally, while j will
be used as a running index, j will denote /zT.

Given an n x n complex matrix M and three non-
negative integers mr, mc, and mc, with m := Mr + mc +
mc < n, a block structure K of dimenssions (mr, mc, mc)
associated uwth M is an m-tuple of positive integers

K = (kl,..., kmr; kmrl+... kmr+myc

km,+m,+il *. I km) (1.1)

such that E kq = n. Given a block structure K, con-
sider the famnily of block diagonal n x n matrices

XK = {A = block diag(Sfrk1, X

z!;lIkmrtbl~ ~ ~ ~~~b rIC- Sm;rm 1X sm

6;eR, qEC, AC E -+-sXkr+-+9

and, for any nonnegative real number 6, let

Xx(b) = {A E XK::(A) <.}.

The 'repeated real scalar' blocks 6rIk9 corresponds to
parametric uncertainty, one 'repeated complex scalar'
block 6,cIk,+q can be used to represent frequency (see
[2] for details; several such blocks are introduced here
mostly for the sake of uniformity) and the 'full complex'
blocks AC correspond to uinmodeled dynamics.

Definition .1.[1]The structured singular valuc AK(M)
of a complex n x n matrixM with respect to block struc-
ture K is the positive number p having the property that

det(I-AM) #4 0 for all A E XKr(6)

if, and only if, bp < 1. In other words, pAK(M) is 0 if
there is no A in XK such that det(I- AM) = 0, and

( mx {ur(A) det(I -AM) =O (1.2)

otherwise. 5
Directly from Definition 1.1, it is easily shown that

PR(M) < AK(M) < u(M) (1.3)

and that, for all U E 11K, D E DK,

IK (M) = pK(DMUD- 1) (1.4)

where
UK = {U E XK: UUH = I}

and

A< = {block diag(Di ,... ,Dm,+m.c dlkIkm"+m,+i *...5

dmcIkm): 0 < Dq = DH E CkqXk dqER}

Combining these two sharpens (1.3) tot

max pR(MU) CMAK(M) . inf a(DMD-1) (1.5)
UEUK ED

For the purely complex case (Mr = 0), the PR inequality
is always an equality and the 7 inequality is an equality
when 2mc + mc < 3 [1,12]. The pR expression has non-
global local maxima while every local minimum of the
a expression is global. Extensive computational expe-
rience has suggested that it is easy to obtain U E UK
making pR(MU) close to the latter, even when mc > 1.
These bounds formed the basis for early computational
approaches to p for mr = 0, because local search meth-
ods could be used to make the bounds reasonably tight
[1,13,14].

Unfortunately, when mr>0 the bounds in (1.5) may
be arbitrarily far off, even for problems with engineering
motivation. In [2] an improved upper bound was obtained
but no practical way to compute it was given. This paper
provides an alternative maximization to the PR expres-
sion which is equal to PKy (M) at its global maximum. The
new expression suggests a geometric interpretation based
on the concept of 'multiform numerical range'. Also, an
upper bound mathematically equivalent to the one in [2]
is obtained, but with much better computational proper-
ties.

The balance of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, it is shown that p can be obtained as the op-
timal value of a smooth constrained optimization prob-
lem. Geometric interpretation of this result is discussed
in Section 3. The framework of Sections 2 and 3 is used
in Section 4 to derive a computable upper bound on p
that improves on the W expression in (1.5). In Section 5
the new bound is shown to be mathematically equivalent
to that of [2].

2. A Smooth Optimization Problem
Definition 1.1 suggests that one consider matrices

A E XK such that, for some nonzero x

AM: = X. (2.1)

t Note that, if m, = 0, PR can be equivalently re-
placed by the spectral radius p.
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Without loss of generality, x has unit length, i.e.,

x E 8B =r e{ C"E lxC = 1}.

In view of the structure of A, (2.1) imposes some con-
straints on 'subvectors' of x, corresponding to x beig
split according to structure K. To make this precise, we
consider projection matrices PF, q 1,=.. ,m, defined by

Pq = block diag (Ok, ,... I,0k,..,,Ik,,Ok,A, - ., Okla)
and their respective ith block rows Qg, q = 1,. . . ,

Q9 =block row (Ok,x k I... I, k,..I Xk,, ikq,

Ok+Xxkg *,)k¾XkJ).
Here, for any positive integers k, k', IA is the k x k identity
matrix, 0k the kxk zero matrix, and O,xk the kx k' zero
matrix, If mr = mC =0, the constraints on x implied by
(2.1) are simply

AqQqMZ=QqX, q=I,q..,mc (Mnr=mc=0)
and, in order for this to be acbievred for some A, al(A) S5
6, it is necessary and sufficient that

illp9mzll >: llPgxll ¢

Thus ws(M) = 1/V, with 8* the smallest $ for whbich
suchxerts. Letting #= 1/ onegets

MK(M) = max{G: I|PqMzII 2 G1lP9xJj, q = 1,... , mc)
(Mr = mc=0)(2.2)

which accounts for the possibility that there be no A E
Xr satisfying det(I - AM) = 0, in which case K (M)
0.

When repeated scalar blocks are present, more con-
straints need be taken into account. For the sake of sim-
plicity, consider a structure K involing only one block
of each type, i.e., m,-= m c= 1, K = (kIk2;ck3).
Equation (2.1) now implies additional constraints besides
those in (2.2), namely (if x:i $ 0, i= 1,. k.,Ii)

(Mx) - (MkI1
xi Xi

(including the case i=j), and

(Mx)- (Mx),J i1j=k'l1+ ..kA k2
xi xi

as these are equivalent tso the existence of E R (resp.
C E C) such that

f(MA)i =lte - iru wka (redp. i = k4 +I)... k2)

tA related result was obtained in 114).

Also, under the constraints in (2.2), one must have s c
1/0. The above is formalized in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 > 0, z E Ctm, and let P =

diag(pl, .f,p), with pis= 1e i,io, io +,}.u ,ioe Pit =
elsewhere, for some io, it E n). ¢. Suppose that

IIPMxII >.IPxII. (2.3)

Then (i)

J = . . (2.4)

if, and only if, for some 6 E [-1, 11,

6(Mx)-= ex (2.5)

and (ii)

xiM3x)1 = x(Mx)l, iJ = io$ III it (2.6)

if, and only if, (2.5) holds for some 8 E C, J6J < 1 5
Thus the vector z should be constrained to lie in the
subset S4<(M) of CS given by

Sx<(M) = {X E aBE:
xi(jWx)j=Yi(Mx)i9 i,j= 1,-..,kI;
Zi(M=:)j = (MX),i,j-*s +I,,...jkIw+ k2}

The above is still valid for the general structure (1.1) with
S(M) now given by

SKxlM) {ZEDcB;

= X1)(Mz)i, (itj) E U J xJX;
q=1

mr+m,
$z(Mz)1=x1(Mx)t, (j) E U J x J1,

q=mr+l

where, for q = 1,...,mr +m, the index set J,4 is defined
by

q-1 q-1 q

J, = tE kp + l,Ek + 2,.*. . ,Lk,
P=I p=l p=l

Equation (2.2) is thus generalized as follows.
Theorem 2.1. For any matrixM and associated struc-
ture K, AtK(M) = 0 if SK(M) = 0, and

A4(M) = max {0:IjP9MXj >0P9Zxj,q=l,-1 .,M}

(2.7)
otherwise. nl

Formula (2.7) for p,c(M) has some definite compu-
tational advantages over the formula defining pjc(M) in
Definition. 1.1. The number of variables is limited, the ob-
jective and constraints are inexpensive to evaluate and,
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after squaring all the norms, objective and constraints
become smooth. However, again, (2.7) may have local
maxima which are not global and it is not clear whether
the global maximum can be easily obtained.

3. Geometric Interpretation
Formula (2.7) leads to a characterization of the

structured singular value in terms of the multiform nu-
merical range of some matrices. The multiform numerical
range (or m-form numerical range) of an m-tuple of n x n
Hermitian matrices A1,... ,Am is the set

WK(A1,...,Am)={f(x) : xEaB}

where f: C" -. R"' has components

First suppose that mT = m, = 0. For a E R, let

Aq(a)r= cPq-MMPqM, q=1,...,mC, (3.1)

and let WK (a) be the m-form numerical rangeWK (Al (a),
,Am(,()). Thent

1SK(M)= inf{ : 0 WK(a) + R+7
(mr = mc = 0)(3.2)

with

R,m =f{uE Rm:vgl>0, q=1, . . ¢m} .

This follows rather directly if one rewrites the constraints
in (2.7) as

:zHAq(02)X < O, q =1...,mC

As a first step toward generalizing (3.2) to the case when
mr $ 0 (we will still assume min = 0), we now give an
equivalent characterization of SK,(M). Again, to simplify
notation, we let mr = mc = 1. For this we make use of
n x n matrices E', i, j = ,. .., kl, defined by

iE', =
t

1 if k=i anxd t=
c 0 otherwise.

Proposition 3.1.

SK(M) = {x EaB:

HE0Mx =XHMHEi'Jx, i,j=1,i..,k}
(Mi = 0)

Consider now the family of k' elementary Hermitian ma-
trices

6 ={(El jadrEs )ulitjw-a,stke ,ii<[

U {j(Ei - Eii) : i,; = II... Iki I i < j}

t A related result was obtained in [15].

SK (M) can be written as

SK(M) = E aB: xHEMx = XHMHEx, VE E e}.
(mc = 0)(3.3)

Next, for q = 1,2 and a ItR, let

Aq(Ca) = aPq - MHPqM

andforq= 1,...,k', let

A2+q((a) j(EqM - MHEq)

where E1, .., E are the elements of e, taken in some
arbitrary order, and where the argument a is used for the
sake of uniformity of notation. Then A,(a) = A(a),
q=1,...,2 + k andgK(M) = 0 if Sr(M) = 0, and

(M)= max V{i/: xHAq()x< O, q=1,2;
0.0

ZHAq(a)x = 01 q = 3,...,2+ik2}
(m, = 0)

otherwise. Denotimg by WK (a) the (2 + k2)-form numer-
ical range associated with Aj(a),... ,A2+k2 (a), i.e.,

WVK (a) = {v C R2+ki:

3xEO1Bs.t.vq=zHAq(a)x, q=1,...,2+k4},

we obtain the following result, to be compared with (3.2).
Here the set P2 C R2+k2 is defined by

P2 = QECI2+ : uq . 0,q = 1,2;

vq=0,q3=a...2+kl}.

Theorem 3.1.

MK<(M) = inf{:0 WK(a) + P2}. (mC=Q)cx>O

n1
Again, this is easily generalized to the general structure
(1.1) with mc =O by definig

e ={(E"+ED: (i,j) UJm XJq,i.<j
q=1

n,.

U {J(E>-E't) (i,j) E U JqxJq,i<}
=1

(3.4)
defining WK (a) accordingly and substituting Pm (m =
mr. + mc) for P2 with

Pm u E IRt+Es1 k,

t)>qO, q=1,...,im;
mr

Vq = 0 q=m+,...,m+E 2q
q=1
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Let us now define, for any a E R,

CK(a) = min{I vI|: v E Wr(a) + Pmr}
and let us consider the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3t1. (Computation of IL (M) when m0 = 0)

Step 0. Set Go = a2(M) and k =O.
Step 1. Set ak+1 = ak - CK(Qlk).
Step S. Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 1. 5

The following can be proved.
Theorem 3.2. The sequence {ak} generated by Algo-
rithm 3.1 is monotone nonincreasing and

lim v = K (M).k-tOO

Algorithm 3.1 can be implemented whenever Wr(a)
is convex. Since the multiform numerical range of no
more than 3 matrices is always convex (provided these
matrices have size at least 3 x 3) [16-S18], this will always
be the case when mr+mc+Z7M k2 < 3, i.e., in the case
of 3 or fewer complex blocks (mt = 0, mc < 3) or 1 real
scalar block and one or no complex blocks (mi = 1, kA =
l,iMc < 1).

4. A Computable Upper Bond
Consider the family of Hermitian matrices

9c= {block diag(Gi ,... CGm, I

°IC,r+1 9.* ' ' Okm*r+"&e X °kIfr+m*+,j f b" G)

= G E Ck,xk, q-1..,mr}.

Clearly, for any G EC r, j(GM - MHG) is Hermitian.
Also, in view of (3.3) and (3.4),

xz(GM _MHG)z=0 for all x E S4(M).
This leads to the following result which relates prA(M)
and a7(M) to the quantities

0 if SK(M)0
rir(M) = ZS(m)x IiMzII otherwise

and(M)t ESK (M)

and

The following theorem is a direct consequence of (1.4)
and Proposition 4.1.
Theorem 4.1. For any matrix M and associated struc-
ture K,

IAK(M).< inf rK(DMD1)DED<c
. iU! UK (DMD-)DEDxc (4.2)

< inf 7(DMD-1).

Theorem 4.1 gives two upper bounds which are less
conservative than infDeDx w(DMD-1). However, since
zmax IIDMD-l1ziI may have local maxima that

zr=Sx(DMD-')
are not global, attempts to evaluate Y)K(DMD-1) may
yield strict lower bounds on this quantity and this may
result in underestimation of pg(M). Fortunately, the
second upper bound in (4.2) does not suffer from this
shortcoming. In view of the definition of vK(M), one
encounters the optimization problem

in! inf F(D, G)
DEDx GE9x

(4.3)

where F: D, x 9rK - R is defined by

F(D, G) = X [MDMD +j(GMD - MDH G)]
with MD = DMD-1. Thus, for any D E DK, G E
Sr, 1/P{D7G) is an upper bound for uK(M) (unless
F(D,G) < 0, in which case AKr(M) = 0). The infimum
can be approached at reasonable CPU cost if F is quasi-
convex jointly in (D, G).
Proposition 4.2. F(D,G) is quasi-convex in D and
convex in G. [O
Numerical investigation suggests the following.
Conjecture 4.1. F is quasi-convex jointly in (D, G). El
Finally, there is an open class of problems for which the
new upper bound is equal to p r (M).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the infimum in (4.3) is
achieved and the corresponding largest eigenvalue is sim-
ple. Then

AK(M) = DiDf tnK(DMDIT)

= max {DxinfLrr(DMD )}

ED

L/K(M) = \max {O,Gif )[MHM+i(GM- °MHG)}.

Proposition 4.1. For any matrix M and associated
structure K,

Ac (M) <qrK (M) .< LwK (M) <a(M) . (4.1)

El

5. Correspondence with the Linear Fractional
Transformation Approach
In [2], it is shown that in the case kq = 1, q =
1, ... ,mr, given ca > 0, a sufficient condition to insure
that gr(M) < a is that,

inf inf a M\C+ (I-C2)1/2D m D-] < 1

(5.1)
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where

CK = {diag(c1,C2,2... cm,,0,.. . ,0) : ci E[-1S 11}
Using the bijections from (-1,1) to R

ec-*g=

it is easily checked that condition (5.1) is equivalent to

ida inf [(D(M D1+jG)(I + G2)-1/2] < 1
DE=Dx GE9x \C ,/

(5.2)
Furthermore, the following proposition, which can be ver-
ified with simple algebra, connects (5.2) with (4.3).
Proposition 5.1. (5.2) holds if, and only if,

inf inf F(D,G) < a2.
DEND GE9x

It can be checked that this equivalence still holds in the
case of repeated real scalar blocks. Thus, (4.3) and (5.1)
are still equivalent, provided C consists now of Hermi-
tian block diagonal matrices in the place of the scalars.
The advantage of (4.3) is that it has much better com-
putational properties. The characterizations in (5.1) and
(5.2) may still be useful in the context of a-synthesis,
which uses the upper bounds and Hoo optimal control to
synthesize controllers. This is under investigation.
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